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147 passengers agree to
delay flight for heart
transplant doctors

7

Kids' basketball
championships

By Cui Mengxin

In order to wait for a group
of surgeons and nurses with a
living heart to fly from Shanghai
to Wuhan to perform a heart
transplant, all 147 passengers
and crew on board flight
MU2520 agreed to delay the
flight. They waited for 79
minutes at the airport.
On the evening of June 7,
a heart donation surgery was
performed in Hangzhou, and the
heart organ needed to be sent
to Wuhan Union Hospital as
soon as possible. However,
there was no flight scheduled

from Hangzhou to Wuhan when
the operation was going to be
finished. At about 6:00 P.M.,
Mr. Guo from Wuhan Union
Hospital called China Eastern
Airline for help, hoping that
they could delay Flight MU2520,
the last flight from Shanghai to
Wuhan that night, so he and
two colleagues could take the
flight to bring the living heart to
Wuhan.
China Eastern Airline
immediately decided to delay the
flight to wait for Mr. Guo and
his colleagues. The ground

steward explained the situation
to the passengers at the
boarding gate, who expressed
understanding and support. At
11:20 P.M., Mr. Guo and his
colleagues finally arrived at
Pudong International Airport and
the flight arrived at Wuhan
Tianhe Airport at 1:25 A.M. on
June 8. The heart transplant
surgery started at about 2:00
A.M. and finished at 6:00 A.M.
Afterward, the transplant
recipient was sent to the ICU
and his vital signs remain stable
at present.

Teacher's special gifts
to graduates

Student with tailored portrait postcard

Every student in Class
3, Grade 2013, in the
Environmental Design
major at Wuhan University
of Engineering Science
received a hand-drawn
portrait postcard recently
from their teacher Fan
Jingjing. She originally
designed these unique
postcards as a graduation
gift for her students. She
drew each student's
portrait on the obverse
side of the postcard and
wrote their nicknames and
her best wishes on the
reverse side.
Portrait postcards

On June 10, the second Wuhan
Huaxingbei Kids Basketball League was
held in the Wugang Gymnasium. Over
300 children from 24 kindergartens in
Wuhan participated in the event. After
a massive 66 matches, the champions
were finally crowned.

College student makes a
million writing online novels
By Que Jiancheng

RMB 1.3 million was the "first
pot of gold" for Zhang Qidian, a
freshman at Wuhan College of Foreign
Language and Foreign Affairs who
likes writing and has published several
novels online.
Born in 1996, Zhang fell in love
with writing as a second-grader in
primary school despite not yet being
able to write many Chinese characters.
In his first year of senior high
school, Zhang registered an account
on a literature website and began
writing his first novel. That novel of
three million Chinese characters took
one year and nine months to finish,
generated more than 1.5 million
views, and brought him RMB 300,000
in remuneration.
Even during the period when he
was busy preparing for the national
college entrance examination, he
managed to spare some time to write
his second novel, Rebirth: A Perfect
Life. In November 2015, Zhang
signed a contract with zongheng.com.
His high-profile second novel
exceeded five million clicks, which
brought him a commission of RMB
one million.

